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Introduction

S
imulation of processes in electrothermal ore-smelt-

ing reactors for manufacturing non-ferrous metal

alloys allows one to determine conditions for opti-

mal functioning and cost reduction per unit of output [1–

8]. There are not so many works that take the peculiarities 

of the physics of processes occurring in the reactors of this

type into account [9–12].

Having regard to the analogy of processes in aggregates

for the production of nickel, copper, phosphorus, calcium 

carbide, titanium carbide, etc., this approach acquires ap-

propriate universality.

Such reactors are made as a closed or open-type bath, 

into which a charge, fluxes and reducing agent (coke) 

enter and where high-temperature heat and mass transfer 

processes are determinating in the course of target reac-

tions. Energy is supplied to the reaction zone by means of 

electrodes as Joule heat. The charge is fed into the melt

bath through the lid on top, heated by filtered furnace

gases in the countercurrent. The final charge heating up

to the melting temperature and the melting process of the

dispersed material itself occurs in the melt, as a rule [23].

The charge layer is above the layer of coke ejected by the 

melt. The coke zone is formed under the charge layer as the 

reducing agent enters the melt together with the charge. In

that way, during the reactor operation, zones with differ-

ent phase composition and properties are formed, where 

take place the processes of charge heating and gas cooling

(charge zone), melting (melting zone or melting front),

reduction (coke zone), etc.

Mathematical model of heat and mass transfer

A model for describing energy exchange in an ore-smelt-

ing reactor of chemical electrothermics includes equations

of electric potential distribution, equations of phase mo-

tion, equations of continuity, mass conservation, equations

of energy and mass transfer. The use of the method pro-

posed in [14] for determining the effective coefficients of 

thermal conductivity and diffusion in a gas-liquid medium

makes it possible to reduce the system of equations of heat

and mass transfer and hydrodynamics in the reaction zone

to the equations of thermal conductivity and diffusion.

In this case , the electric potential �e distribution is de-

termined from the following equation:

div((1/�e)grad�e) = 0. (1)

The equations of the energy and mass transfer in the

reaction and slag zone of an electrothermal ore-smelting

reactor can be written as follows:

div(�TgradTT TfTT ) +ff qve –e qcr�r cr = 0, (2)r

div(DTgradTT CfCC ) –ff �cr = 0. (3)r

Heat exchange in the charge zone of the reactor is deter-

mined by energy transfer equations in the approximation
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of interpenetrating components, kinematic equation for 

the motion of dispersed material and filtration equation in

the Darcy’s approximation:

(1 – �)cmc �m�mgradTmTT  – div(m �mgradmm TmTT ) = �v(TgTT  – Tg mTT ), (4)

�cgc �g g�g g�g TgTT  – div(g �ggradgg TgTT ) =gg �v(TmTT  – TgTT ), (5)gg

div(grad�m) = 0, �m= –grad�m,  (6)

div(kgradkk �g) =gg �cr, �g= –kgradkk �g, (7)

where Tf TT is the melt temperature; CfCC  is the reagent concen-f
tration; �T is the effective turbulent thermal conductivity 

of the melt caused by bubbling with the reduction reaction

gaseous products; qcr is thermal effect of the endothermicr
reduction reaction; DT is an effective coefficient of turbu-

lent diffusion; ТmТТ , ТgТТ are the charge and furnace gas tem-

peratures; �g, �m are potential functions for describing gas

filtration in the dispersed charge layer and gravitational

motion of dispersed particles; �m, �g, cm, cgc , �m, �g are

density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of charge

material and gas, respectively, �m, �g are the charge and

gas flow rates; �cr is the source of the gas mass resulting r
from the melting reaction, k = k0kk /μ is a filtration coef-

ficient (k0kk = 6.15×10–4dmdd 2 is a permeability coefficient for m
randomly stacked balls; μ is the dynamic gas viscosity); �v 
is a volumetric coefficient of heat transfer between the gas

and charge, which is determined by the formula �v = �f� , ff

where f = 6/dcd  is the specific surface area of charge parti-c
cles; dmdd  is the equivalent diameter of charge particles; � is

a heat transfer coefficient.

�cr =r SкSS K0KK exp(–E/E RT)TT CfC  is the chemical reductionf
reaction rate; Sк SS is the specific surface of reducing agent

(coke) particles; K0KK – is a pre-exponential multi-

plier of the rate constant of the chemical reduction

reaction; qve = (1/�e)(grad�e)2 is the power of heat-ev-

olution per volume unit, where �e is the potential gen-

erated by electrodes, �e is specific electrical resistance.

Boundary conditions at the melting front:

Г � ГmeltГГ , Tf TT = TmeltTT ,  (8)

Heat transfer through the lining:

�TfTT
Г � ГwГГ , �T = ——— = –k

f

T hek (Tf TT – ToTT ) (9)
                        �n

Boundary conditions for the mass transfer equation

at the melting front:

Г � ГmeltГГ , C =C CmCC ,  (10)

The condition for walls (impermeability):

              �CfCC
Г � ГwГГ , ––– = 0,  (11)

            �n

Boundary conditions for electric potential

on the bottom: Г � ГdГ , �e = 0,   (12)

on the electrode surface: Г � ГeГ , �e = �ee, (13)

 ��e
at the melt-charge boundary: Г �Гmelt ГГ , ––– = 0, (14)
                                                                      �n

at the interface of the k-th and (k + 1)st current-con-

ductive zones of the melt:

Г � ГkГГ , k + 1, �ek = �ek + 1k

          1    ��ek             1      ��ek + 1k
and ––– –––– = ––––– ––––– (15)–

        
�ek     �n         

�ek + 1k         �n

Boundary conditions for the charge temperature

at the upper boundary: Г � ГmГГ , ТmТТ = ТenvТ , (16)

at the melting front: Г � ГmeltГГ , ТmТТ = ТmeltТТ .  (17)

The gas temperature at the reaction zone outlet:

TgTT = Tf TT , (18)

Conditions at the melting front that determine the charge

descent rate:

                ��m
                   �TfTT              �TmTT             1

Г �ГmeltГГ , ––– = – �T –––T – �m–––    ––––––.  (19)
m

                
�n

                
�n            �n     (�mQmeltQ )tt

Boundary conditions on walls (impermeability):

             ��m
Г � ГwГГ , ––– = 0. (20)

               �n

where Tmelt TT is the charge melting point; ToTT  is the tem-

perature of the water cooling the reactor jacket; ТenvТ  isv
the charge zone upper boundary temperature equal to 

ambient temperature; khek  is a heat transfer coefficient. e
CmCC  is the reagent concentration in the charge; �m is a

bulk density of the charge material; Qmelt is the charge

melting heat.

To indicate the boundaries, we have: ГmГГ  is the 

upper charge boundary; ГmeltГГ  is the melting front;t ГwГГ

are the walls of the reactor bath; ГdГ  is the bottom;d ГeГ

is the surface of electrodes; Гk , k +Г 1 are the interfaces

of the k-th and (k + 1)st current-conductive zones

of the melt.

An important feature of the model is the interrela-

tionship consideration of processes in the zones of dif-

ferent phase composition by including into the melting 

process model, which made it possible to identify the 

feed of raw materials into the reaction zone depending 

on a heat-hydraulic regime in the reactor volume.

The model allows to describe regularities of the in-

fluence of processes in the reaction zone on changes 

in the temperature of furnace gases in the underroof 

space when exposed to control parameters such as coke 

dosage, voltage on the electrodes, the charge granulo-

metric composition and its composition, makes it pos-

sible to estimate the impact on the operating param-

eters of the furnace.
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Method for implementing the mathematical model

The algorithm of the finite element method with au-

tomatic partitioning of the solution domain, performed in

the C++ programming language, has been used for com-

puter implementation of this mathematical model.

The calculation results are the fields of electric poten-

tial distribution, specific energy-release, material tem-

perature, gas temperature, reagent concentration in the

reaction zone. In addition, guranteed is the possibility to

display thermophysical parameters and values of integral

characteristics of its operating mode, such as active elec-

trical power, gas output, and consumption of individual

charge components, average and maximum gas outlet

temperatures.

The finite element method uses elements of a quad-

rangular shape with basic functions with first-order conti-

nuity, since they are most preferable for solving the equa-

tions of convective heat transfer [15].

The sought continuous quantity in the area of a quad-

rangular finite element is represented as

Ф = Ф
4

�
i = 1i

NiNN Фi = [i N][NN Ф], (21)

where Фi are the unknown values of the sought quantity ati
the finite element nodes, NiNN  are the basic functions of thei
element. A local coordinate system (�, �) is introduced on

the finite element, where  –1 � � � 1, –1 � � � 1, which

allows to use complex shapes, and also simplifies the in-

tegration of equations. The transformation of this system

into a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y) looks like this

x =  x
4

�
i= 1i

NiNN (�, �)xi = [i N][NN x],

y =  y
4 

�
i = 1i

NiNN (�, �)yi = [i N][NN y],  (22)

where xi andi yi are the coordinates of the finite elementi
nodes.

The basic functions of an element with the use of a 

local coordinate system have the form as follows:

 
         1                                           1

N
1

N  = –– (1 – �)(1 – �); N2N  =2
  –– (1 + �)(1 – �);

          4                                            4
1 ( �)( �); 2

  
       1                                          1

N
  
3N = –– (1
      1         

3 + �
   
)(1 +
             

�);
  

N
      

4N  = –– (1
       1

4 – �)(1 + �). (23)
4 4

3 (3 �)( �) 44

To calculate the derivatives in coordinates (�, �), the

following ratio is used:

�Ф                 �Ф
––– –––

,
��

= [J]JJ
   �x

�Ф
[ ]

�Ф
    –––                –––

  
��                    �y  (24)y

where the Jacobian [J] is calculated by the formulaJJ

�x   �y
–––  –––

            
��   ��      

.[ J   ]JJ  �        �x     �y
     

(25)

             
––– –––

            

��    �� 

To solve differential equations, the Galerkin method

is used together with the finite element method. It impli-

es that the desired solution will be the best if it is based 

on the orthogonality requirement of residual and basis 

functions:

�
S

L(Ф)[N]NN �x�xx y = 0, (26)y

where L(x) = 0 is an integrable differential equation.

Numerical integration using the Newton–Cotes quad-

rature formulas in the local coordinates of the element is

used to calculate integrals:

�
S

(�, �)�x�xx y = det[J]  JJ
n

�
k = 1k

HkHH f(ff �k, �k),  (27)

where n = 4 is the number of integration points, НkНН = 1 are

the weighting factors given for the points with local coor-

dinates �k = ±0,577350,k �k = ±0,577350, f is the integra-f

ble function. The systems of equations obtained because

of integration for each element are combined into a united 

system of equations for the entire domain.

To generate a finite element grid, the superelement

method is used when an irregular grid of curved 8-node

quadrangles is used in the initial area, which are called

superelements S with nodesS Pi PP = P (xi
s, yi

s), I = 1,2,...,8.

Using the following mapping

x(�, �) = xi
sNiNN (�, �), y(�, �) = yi

sNiNN (�, �), (28)

the square Q is converted into a curved superelementQ S,

where NiNN (�, �) are quadratic basis functions on the su-

perelement

               1
N1NN  = – –– (1 – �)(1 – �)(� + � + 1)

              4

            1
N2NN  = ––  (1 – �2)(1 – �)
          2

2

           1
N
   
3NN  = ––  (1 + �)(1 – �)(� – � – 1)

          4

            1
N
      

4NN  = ––  (1 + �)(1 – �2)
          2

           1
N
      

5NN = ––(1 + �)(1 + �)(� + � – 1)
           4

5

           1
N
        

6NN  = –– (1 – �2)(1 + �)
           2

6

                1
N
        

7NN  = – ––  (1 – �)(1 + �)(� – � + 1)

              
4
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1
N8NN = ––  (1 – �)(1 – �2). (29)
           2

8

The uniform grid constructed in Q is mapped to theQ

curved grid of the superelement S. At the same time, theSS

location of PiPP  nodal points on the sides allows to fulfilli
local closeness of the grid. Uniting the grids constructed

in this way on each superelement gives a grid over the

entire source area.

For example, Fig. 1 shows a grid of quadrangular finite 

elements generated for the model of an electrothermal

ore-smelting reactor. At that, the boundaries of superele-

ments were selected at the boundaries of the calculated

zones. The boundaries of electrodes were approximated 

by a parabola.

The equations of the mathematical model of the reac-

tor can be reduced to the following two forms:

div(k . gradФ) – q = 0;  (30)q

V . gradФ – div(k . gradФ) + q = 0.  (31)q

The system of linear equations corresponding to these

equations on a finite element is represented as follows:

[A][Ф] = [F], (32)FF

where [А] is the matrix of the system of equations, [F] is the FF

vector of absolute terms.

Using the representation of Ф by means of of basis

functions, the Green’s theorem for order reduction and

quadrature formulas for numerical integration, the ma-

trix of the system of equations for equation (32) is de-

fined as

[А] = det[J]JJ
n

�
k = 0k

[B]T[TT К][КК B], (33)

   
                 �[N]NN

                    ––––
           �x

where [
                     

B
     
] = 
       

      is the matrix of derivative functions of
                    

�     [  [N      ]
  

NN�[N
––––

                       
�y

the form, [K] = [KK k 0 0k k] is the matrix of pro perties, [F] =FF

= q .det[J]JJ
n

�
k = 0k

[N]NN T is the vector of absolute terms.T

In this case, the matrices are determined at the cor-

responding points (�k, �k) of the finite element.

To approximate equations of type (31) at large values

of V/VV k ratio, the Petrov-Galerkin method is used, which isk

a finite element analogue of the finite difference method

with upstream differences. At that, functions other than

the basic one (the so-called asymmetric weighting func-

tions) are used as weighting functions. In this case, the

condition of the best solution takes the form as follows:

�
S

L�� (Ф)[W]WW �x�xx y = 0, (34)y

here [W] is a vector of asymmetric weighting functions,WW

taken in the following form:

           
1

W1WW  = ___(1– �)(1 + 1.5�12(1 + �))(1 – �)(1 + 1.5�14(1 + �)),
            4

1

     l
W2WW  = —— (1 + �)(1 – 1.5�12(1 – �))(1 – �)(1 + 1.5�23(1 + �)),

    4

     l
W3WW  = ——(1 + �)(1 – 1.5�34(1 – �))(1 + �)(1 – 1.5�23(1 + �)),

   4

     l
W4WW   = 4

——(1 – �)(1 + 1.5�34(1 + �))(1 + �)(1 – 1.5�14(1 – �)), (35)
    4

 

where �ij are the coefficients determining the degree of j
asymmetry (the indexes define the numbers of the finite

element nodes connected by corresponding sides), the

optimal value of which is determined from the following

expression:

 
               Pe                    Pe         exp  —–   + exp 

   Pe               
– —–         

                  2                       2          
p

2
�ij = j –––––––––––––––—– – –– ,
                 Pe                    Pe        Pe
         exp  ——  – exp  – ––
                  2                      2

   exp      exp   

          hijVav                        VV VavVV  = (Vv iVV  + Vi jVV )VjjVV
Pe = ––––– ,   

ij av           
V
        

avVV = –––––––––– (36)
             2k                                  

av 
2

where Pe is the Péclet grid number; hij is the length of thej
finite element side connecting the nodes i, j; VavVV  is the v
average speed along this side; ViVV  andi VjVV  are the velocity VjVV

vector values at nodes i andi j; IijII  is the direction vector of j
the side ij.

When using asymmetric basis functions, the matrix of 

a system of linear equations approximating a differential 

equation of type (31) will be defined as follows:

[A] = det[J] JJ
n

�
k = 0k

[W]WW T[TT V][VV B] + [D]T[TT K][KK B], (37)

                         �[W]WW
                        ––––

    �x
where [                          D     ] =             �            is the matrix of derivative functions
                        �[W

    
]
 

WW
                                                       ––––
                          �y

of the form, [V] is the velocity vector.VV

[F] = FF q .det[J] JJ
n

�
k = 0k

[W]WW T  (38)

is a vector of free members.

Fig. 1. Grid of finite quadrangular finite elements
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The resulting matrix of combined equations in the fi-

nite element method is sparse (banded). Over a long pe-

riod, direct methods such as the Gaussian elimination

method with the choice of an exclusionary element and

taking into account matrix sparsity and banded structure

have been used to solve the equations sets of this type

[15–17]. At the same time, much attention has been paid

to the use of algorithms for renumbering grid nodes, which

reduce both the amount of computer memory needed to 

store the matrix and the calculation time [17–18].

Matrices of combined linear equations approximating

differential diffusion equations (equations of type (30)) are

symmetric and positive-definite; they are well solved by di-

rect methods. In contrast to them, matrices of the systems

approximating differential equations with convective terms

(equations of type (31)) do not have a regular structure, are

asymmetric and poorly conditioned, which limits the use

of direct methods for solving such systems. To eliminate

the difficulties associated with increasing the dimension of 

equations sets, it is necessary to use iteration methods.

To implement the method of solving simultaneous

equations, one can use the method of adjoint gradient,

which is characterized by high convergence and does

not require setting iterative parameters. This method is

adapted for solving symmetric positive-definite systems

of algebraic equations [19–20] and its generalization,

the induced dimension reduction (IDR) method, is suit-

able for both non-symmetric and non-positively definite

equations sets [21]. The algorithm of the adjoint gradient

method (IDR) for solving equations sets of [A][X] = [XX B] 

form is given below.

The initial approximation [X]XX 0 and calculation accu-

racy � are specified;

[F]FF 0 = [A][X]XX 0 – [B]; [dG]GG 0 = [dY]YY 0 = 0;

n = n + 1;

[S]SS n = [F]FF n – 1 + wn – 1 [dG]GG n – 1; [T]TT n = [A][S]SS n;

                                           ([T]TT n[S]SS n)
If n = 1 or n is even �n = —––—–——, go to step 7;

( n n)

                                           ([
n

T]TT n[T]TT n)

�n = �n – 1;

[dXdd ]XX n = wn – 1[dY]YY n – 1 – �n[S]n; 

[dF]FF n = wn – 1[dG]GG n – 1 
– �n[T]TT n;

[X]XX n = [X]XX n – 1 + [dXdd ]XX n; [F]FF n = [F]FF n – 1 + [dF]FF n;

If n is even [dG]GG n = [dG]GG n – 1; [dY]YY n = [dY]YY n – 1; go to

step 12;

 [dG]GG n = [dF]FF n; [dY]YY n = [dXdd ]XX n;

               ([F]n]] [F]n]] )
WnWW  = – –––––––––;

 
           (
n

[F]n]] [d[[ G]n]] )

   |[dX]n|
If ———— > 

| n|
�, go to step 3;

    |[X]n|

The end of the calculation with the result [X]XX n.

Sets of algebraic equations of the finite element meth-

od, as already noted above, have a banded structure. The 

time of their solution is T~	2N, and the amount of com-NN

puter memory required to store the matrix is V~	N, whereNN

N is a number of unknown quantities, N 	 is the band width

[21–22]. The value of 	 depends on the numbering of grid

nodes and can assume values in a wide range �N � 	 < N.NN

In this paper, when storing the matrix of simulaneous

equations, almost all zero (insignificant) coefficients are

excluded. This is achieved by using two one-dimensional

arrays, one of which stores real values of the coefficients of 

equations, and the other contains integer numbers of vari-

ables corresponding to these coefficients. For quadrangu-

lar bilinear finite elements, the number of nodes adjacent

to a given node does not exceed eight.

Thus, this method of storing the matrix of simulta-

neous equations is equivalent to the traditional one with

a band width equal to nine, which allows significantly 

shorten the calculation time along with reducing the in-

formation amount. Arrays for storing the equations set

coefficients and numbers of the corresponding variables

have dimension N × M, whereMM М is the maximum number М

of variables appearing in the equation. The algorithm for 

calculating vector [F] = [FF A][X] using the proposed methodXX

of storing the matrix [A] is given below. It is assumed that 

the matrix coefficients are stored in the array Matr, and

the numbers of the corresponding variables in the array 

Index.

Algorithm for the vector [F] = [FF A][X] calculationXX

for(i=0;i<N;i++) {

 F[i]=0;

 for(j=0;j<M;j++) {

 F[i]+=Matr[i*M+j]*X[Index[i*M+j];

}

}

A two-dimensional mathematical model is used to

simulate the processes in an electrothermal ore-smelting

reactor. In this case, the sections passing through the cent-

ers of two electrodes are considered. The calculation of 

heat and mass exchange is reduced to solving a system of 

differential equations.

The heat transfer equation in the reaction zone of 

the furnace, which determines the temperature distribu-

tion, is nonlinear, due to the exponential dependence of 

the reduction reaction rate on temperature. The conver-

gence of a system that includes such an equation depends 

on correct choice of initial approximation, and therefore

the melting point was used as the initial one. To increase

the convergence of the equations set, the method of un-

der-relaxation is used. At the same time, the temperature

distribution at each iteration is searched according to the

scheme as follows:

[T]TT n = [T]TT n – 1(1 – �p) + [T]TT n
p�p, (39)

where [T]TT n – 1 is the temperature distribution obtained at

the previous iteration; [T]TT n
p  is calculated temperature
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distribution at the current iteration obtained by solving

the corresponding simultaneous equations; 0 < �p < 1 is

the relaxation coefficient. At the early iterations, the re-

laxation coefficient value is selected small �p � 0.01, and

further it is increased either manually or automatically as

the system converges with the use of dependence

         k�p = ––,  (40)
        np

i

where ni is the number of iterations of the adjoint gradienti
method when solving a system of equations approximat-

ing the heat transfer equation in the reaction zone of the

furnace; k is a proportionality coefficient. The use of the

results of previous calculations as an initial approximation

allows shortening the time for solving a joint system of 

equations significantly.

To determine the integral characteristics of the reactor 

volume operating mode, such as full true power, gas output

and charge consumption, there is used the provision that

the main energy release occurs in the near-electrode areas

of the reaction zone. The main part of physico-chemical

processes (gas formation and charge melting) also takes

place there. In this case, integration is carried out for each

electrode by sectors of magnitude !, with the assumption 

that the heat-evolution on the cylindrical surface equi-

distant from the electrode is equal to the calculated value

at the same distance from the electrode. The value of the

total true power in the design section of the furnace bath is

determined by the expression

P = ��
S

q�rer �x�y, (41)

where q is the specific volumetric energy release;q S is theS

area of the calculated section of the furnace bath; rer  is thee
distance to the nearest electrode. Integration for three dif-

ferent sections of the furnace allows one to get full power 

taking into account the electrode interaction with each

other at their various deepenings, and, consequently, their 

positions relative to the bottom. Its value is obtained from

the mentioned results for each section and divided by two, 

since the influence of each electrode is taken into account

twice. Similarly, other integral characteristics of the oper-

ating mode are determined.

Before starting the computation, the furnace area is 

divided into superelements and then a grid of finite ele-

ments is generated on each of them and, as a result of the

combination, a grid of elements for the entire computa-

tion area is obtained. After that, arrays are formed to store

sets of equations.

The algorithm for calculating heat and mass exchange

in an electrothermal ore-smelting reactor is given below:

1. Dividing the computational domain into super-

elements for constructing a finite element grid;

2. Constructing a finite element grid;

3. Formation of arrays for storing sets of equations;

4. Formation of simultaneous equations for calcula-

tion of electric potential distribution;

5. Calculation of electric potential distribution;

6. Calculation of the distribution of specific heat-evo-

lution;

7. Formation of simultaneous equations for calculat-

ing the temperature distribution in the melt zone;

8. Calculation of temperature distribution in the melt

zone;

9. Calculation of the next temperature iteration taking

into account the relaxation parameter;

10. Formation of simultaneous equations for calcu-

lating the reagent concentration distribution in the melt

zone;

11. Calculation of the reagent concentration distribu-

tion in the melt zone;

12. Formation of simultaneous equations for calcula-

ting the potential function distribution for gas filtration;

13. Calculation of gas velocity distribution;

14. Formation of simultaneous equations for calcula-

ting the potential function distribution for the charge mo-

tion;

15. Calculation of the potential function distribution

for the charge motion;

16. Calculation of the charge descent rate distribution;

17. Formation of simultaneous equations for calcula-

ting the gas temperature distribution in the furnace charge

zone;

18. Calculation of the gas temperature distribution in

the charge-heating zone;

19. Formation of simultaneous equations for calcula-

ting the charge temperature distribution;

20. Calculation of the charge temperature distribution;

If convergence was achieved in more than one itera-

tion when performing all calculations, go to step 3;

21. Calculation of integral characteristics of the fur-

nace operation mode.

To implement the model, an integrated environ-

ment has been created based on a program using the 

BorlandC++ 4.5 compiler. That allows calculating the
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Fig. 2. Distribution of calculated and experimental specific power in OKB-

767 furnace bath depending on the distance from the side surface

of the electrode:

1, 2, 2 3 – 3 �s/�w = 1; 3; 8 respectively
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operating modes of ore-smelting furnaces of any design,

including those widely used in non-ferrous metallurgy. 

The program has a well-developed user interface provided

with a menu system, dialog boxes, and a toolbar that allow

the user to visualize the results of calculations in the form

of isoline fields and velocity vectors (Fig. 4).

As initial data, it is possible to set the geometric di-

mensions of the furnace: diameter, depth of the bath, dia-

meter of the electrodes and the distance between them,

dimensions of the reaction and slag zones; control param-

eters: position and voltage on the electrodes or the active 

power of the furnace; conditions of the heat exchange with

the environment; thermophysical properties of materials

of the calculated zones.

For adequacy verification of the developed mathe-

matical model, the calculation results of the heat-evolu-

tion intensity values have been compared with the data 

of an electrolytic model experiment. Electrolytic models 

of the OKB-767 (ОКБ-767) phosphorus furnace with 

a capacity of 10 MW have been used in [24–25] as a

method of physical modeling of the distribution of elec-

tric potential and energy release density in the bath of 

an ore-smelting phosphorus furnace. A geometrically 

similar bath has been used, and immiscible electrolytes 

have been applied to simulate areas with different con-

ductivity. The electric field in the bath has been deter-

mined at different values of the conductivity ratio of 

the working and slag zones �s /�w. The specific volume

power has been determined by the electric field mea-

suring results.

The calculations show an acceptable qualitative and 

quantitative correspondence with the experimental results 

(Fig. 2).

A sharp decrease in the allocated power depending on

the distance to the electrode is characteristic, which en-

tails localization of the target processes in the near-elec-

trode areas.

One of the technological parameters recorded dur-

ing experiments on operating ore-smelting phosphorus

furnaces is the waste gas temperature. This parameter de-

termines the reliability of the furnace roof operation and

indirectly characterizes the efficiency of the unit. The

results of experimental temperature measurements are

within wide limits for the same aggregates, since they are

Fig. 4. The appearance of the program interface with the results of computations

Fig. 3. Calculated and experimental dependences of the waste gase

temperature on electrode voltage for RKZ-48F furnace:

1 – experimental data,1 2 – calculation at 2 СкСС  = 12%,к 3 – calculation 3
at СкСС  = 8%к
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determined by a wide range of parameters, most of which

are not fixed during the experiment.

Adequacy verification of the mathematical model

by the waste gas temperature values has been carried

out by comparing the calculation results at different

values of electrode voltage and limiting coke dosa-

ges in the charge. The results of calculating the outlet

temperature for the RKZ-48F (РКЗ-48Ф) furnaces,

compared to the experimental results [13] are shown

in Fig. 3. The limiting calculated curves include the gas

temperature values in the underroof space, which indi-

cates a qualitative and quantitative correspondence bet-

ween the model representations and real ore-smelting

furnaces.

Comparison of the results shows that the less power-

ful OKB-640 furnace works more stably and steadily 

compared to RKZ-48F, since the furnace gas tempera-

ture scattering for this type of furnace is smaller and

practically not subject to fluctuations when the power is

gained and the coke dosage is changed. The temperature

dependence on the furnace power has a flat shape, which

evidences an inherent regulation of heat exchange pro-

cesses in this unit. 

The program was used to analyze the operating modes

of melting furnaces and obtain data on efficiency indica-

tors. Based on the results of calculations, regime maps

have been developed, based on which the reactor opera-

tion mode is maintained close to optimal, when the spe-

cific power consumption is reduced by 2–4%, and, in

addition, the time of unplanned equipment downtime is

reduced. With the production of one million tons of pro-

ducts per year, the annual economic effect at the mini-

mum tariff will be approximately 1 billion rubles without 

additional capital investments.

Conslusions

1. The proposed model and the developed algorithm

make it possible to use the program to calculate the dis-

tribution of electric potential, specific energy release,

material temperature, gas temperature, reagent con-

centration in the reaction zone, presented in the form

of isoline fields and the distribution of gas velocity and

charge descent rate, presented in the form of vector 

fields, as well as the values of integral characteristics of 

the furnace bath operating mode, such as an true elec-

tric power, gas output, consumption of individual charge

components, average and maximum gas temperatures at

the furnace outlet, allowing to evaluate the performance

indicators of reduction reactors of non-ferrous metal-

lurgy as well.

2. The developed program makes it possible to calcu-

late the mode maps to control the parameters that ensure

optimal operating modes.

The work was carried out as part of the State task, project 
No. FSWF-2020-0019.
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